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Why neutrinos are special?
•Interacts only weakly

•Large flavor mixing

•Neutrino number density in Universe only 
outnumbered by photons:  n(ν+ν̅) ~ 100 cm-3 per flavor

•Electrically neutral, thus possibly only fermion to be a 
Majorana particle

•Small (and yet to be measured!) masses
2
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Why neutrinos are special?
•Interacts only weakly

•Large flavor mixing

•Neutrino number density in Universe only 
outnumbered by photons:  n(ν+ν̅) ~ 100 cm-3 per flavor

•Electrically neutral, thus possibly only fermion to be a 
Majorana particle

•Small (and yet to be measured!) masses

Awaiting experimental confirmation. Focus of this talk:



Neutrino Nature
(Majorana vs Dirac)
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Is a neutrino mass state equal to 
its antiparticle?

YES

Majorana
Neutrino

NO

Dirac
Neutrino

•Top three reasons why a Majorana neutrino would be extremely interesting:

1.Would be unlike any other fundamental fermion: a new form of matter

2.Would imply that a new physics scale must exist
➠Explain smallness of neutrino masses? 

3.Would imply that lepton number is not a good symmetry of Nature
➠Explain baryon asymmetry in the Universe?
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Double Beta Decay
Standard double beta decay Neutrinoless double beta decay

•SM-allowed 2nd order weak transition
 
•Very slow process, but observed in ~10 
even-even nuclei

•Most promising ∆L=2 transition to 
probe Majorana nature of neutrinos

•Hypothetical process
6
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Experimental Signature

1.Calorimetry (A MUST):
•2ν mode: continuous spectrum for 
sum electron kinetic energy T1+T2

•0ν mode: mono-energetic line at 
Qββ  for T1+T2 spectrum

2.Topology of decay electrons (AN ADDITIONAL HANDLE):
•Observe two electrons emitted from a common vertex

3.Daughter ion tagging (A DREAM):
•Observe nucleus produced in the decay

Rare signature to be isolated in radio-pure detector underground:
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Ingredients for ββ0ν Experiments
•Isotope with large Qββ value

•Larger phase space and less backgrounds

•High detection efficiency

•Large ββ isotope mass 
•Only way to probe 1026 yr half-lives!

•Low backgrounds in energy region of interest
•Excellent energy resolution and/or very low 
background rates (per unit energy) near Qββ

Typical

>2 MeV

>0.25

100 kg

1 cts/(100 kg⋅yr)

Current
goal
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Results To Date
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Null results
•76Ge detectors:

•H-M: T1/2(76Ge) >1.9⋅1025 yr

•136Xe experiments:

•EXO-200: T1/2(136Xe) >1.6⋅1025 yr

•KamLAND-Zen: T1/2(136Xe) >1.9⋅1025 yr

Positive result 
•Controversial K-K claim by part of H-M 
Collaboration

•T1/2(76Ge)= (2.23+0.44
-0.31)⋅1025 yr

•Large tension with null results 
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NEXT and the race toward the ultimate ββ0ν experiment 25

Ge diodes
(GERDA, MAJORANA)

Race Towards the Ultimate Experiment

Cryogenic bolometers
(CUORE)

LXe TPC w/scint
(EXO)

Liquid scintillators
(SNO+, KamLAND)

Foils + tracking
(SuperNEMO, MOON)

HPXe TPC w/scint
(NEXT, EXO?)

Scintillating crystals
(CANDLES)

CZT detectors
(COBRA)

Scintillating bolometers
(BOLUX)
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Experimental Forecast (Up To 2020)
•Few experiments may reach 1026 yr half-life sensitivities

•Sensitivity usually expressed in terms of Majorana neutrino mass
•mββ ∝ (T1/2)-1, and (T1/2) ~1026 yr ⇔ mββ ~100 meV. More on mββ later

2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

50

100

200

500

Year

m
ΒΒ
�meV

�

SNO� �150Nd, 56 kg�
KamLAND�Zen �136Xe, 400 kg�
SuperNEMO �82Se, 100 kg�
NEXT �136Xe, 90 kg�
EXO 200 �136Xe, 200 kg�
GERDA 1,2 �76Ge, 18 �53.4� kg�
CUORE �Natural Te, 730 kg�
CUORE�0 �Natural Te, 40 kg�

K-K claim
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Neutrino Experiment 
with a Xenon TPCa next

•TPC filled with 136Xe gas (90% enrichment) at 10-15 bar pressure

•First-generation experiment with ~100 kg fiducial mass: NEXT-100

•To be installed in Laboratorio Subterraneo de Canfranc (LSC, Spain) 

NEXT-100 Pressure Vessel Detector Overall Cross Section

Main Cylindrical Vessel
Torispheric Heads

Energy Plane, PMTs
Cu Shield

PMT FTs

Vac. Manifold

HV/Press. relief/Flow/Vac. Ports
HV Cable Cu Shield Bars

F.C. Insulator
Field Cage Rings

Reflectors

Shielding, External, Cu on Pb

EL mesh planes

EL HV F.T.
Cathode Tracking Plane, SiPM

Cu Shield

D. Shuman (LBNL) NEXT-100 Pressure Vessel, Nov. 1, 2011 November 2, 2011 13 / 20



NEXT R&D at IFIC: NEXT-DEMO
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 / ndf 2!  8.168 / 11
Constant  3.34± 52.33 
Mean      4.2±  9838 
Sigma     4.26± 71.95 
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NEXT R&D at IFIC: NEXT-DEMO
•Testing ground for all foreseeable technical hurdles in NEXT-100
•Lots of results being produced!

•Example: <1% FWHM energy resolution at Qββ demonstrated 

Energy, 511 keV gammas from 22Na in NEXT-DEMO

x-ray

Compton

x-ray 
escape

Photo-
electric



Neutrino Mass
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Neutrino Mass In Perspective



Neutrino Mass
What We Know From Oscillations
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•Precise measurement of “solar” and “atmospheric” mass differences

•Oscillation data consistent with two possible orderings:
•normal: mlight = m1

•inverted: mlight = m3

•Oscillation data not sensitive to absolute scale ➠mlight value unknown

Reminder from P. Stamoulis’ talk

NORMAL INVERTED

νe

νμ

ντ



Absolute Neutrino Mass: Strategies
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1.Measure kinematics of 
electron emitted in β decay

2.Try to measure rate of 
hypothetical ββ0ν decay

3.Cosmological observables

3

Tritium beta decay and neutrino 
mass

KATRIN Task: 
Investigate Tritium endpoint  with sub-eV precision

KATRIN Aim:
Improve m! sensitivity 10 x (2eV  ! 0.2eV )

Requirements:
• Strong source
• Excellent energy resolution 
• Small endpoint energy E0

• Long term stability
• Low background rate



Method 1: β decay kinematics
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3

Tritium beta decay and neutrino 
mass

KATRIN Task: 
Investigate Tritium endpoint  with sub-eV precision

KATRIN Aim:
Improve m! sensitivity 10 x (2eV  ! 0.2eV )

Requirements:
• Strong source
• Excellent energy resolution 
• Small endpoint energy E0

• Long term stability
• Low background rate

Decay Rate:
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Tritium beta decay and neutrino 
mass

KATRIN Task: 
Investigate Tritium endpoint  with sub-eV precision

KATRIN Aim:
Improve m! sensitivity 10 x (2eV  ! 0.2eV )

Requirements:
• Strong source
• Excellent energy resolution 
• Small endpoint energy E0

• Long term stability
• Low background rate

•Phase space determines electron energy spectrum 

•Massive neutrinos distort the end-point spectrum:

dN/dKe ∝ F(Ke,Z)⋅pe⋅(Ke+me)⋅(E0-Ke)⋅[(E0-Ke)2-mβ2]1/2

Observable: β decay neutrino massTransition energy: E0 = Ke + Eν
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β Decay Neutrino Mass

β decay neutrino mass:

mβ = (∑i |Uei2|⋅mi2)1/2

•Experiments unable to resolve individual neutrino masses

•Sum over ν states is incoherent, since real neutrino is emitted!

dN/dKe ∝ F(Ke,Z)⋅pe⋅(Ke+me)⋅(E0-Ke)⋅[(E0-Ke)2-mβ2]1/2



Results Up To Date
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Mainz & Troitsk Mainz & Troitsk havehave reachedreached theirtheir intrinsicintrinsic limitlimit of of sensitivitysensitivity

232)F<&< 5GGH"';"5GGGI".//5"""""""""""""""""""""""""""232)F<&< 5GG0JGGI".//5J/.

bothboth experimentsexperiments nownow performperform systematicsystematic investigationsinvestigations forfor KATRINKATRIN
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Troitsk

No evidence for non-zero neutrino mass from β decay experiments

Mainz

mβ2 = -2.3 ± 2.5 ± 2.0 eV2 mβ2 = -1.2 ± 2.2 ± 2.1 eV2

mβ < 2.2 eV (95% CL) mβ < 2.2 eV (95% CL)



The Next Step: KATRIN
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•Energy Analysis + Detection
•Electrostatic filter with Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation (MAC-E)

•Tritium source
•Low end-point (18.6 keV), intense (>1 GBq)

Tritium source
Electron transport +

tritium retention
Energy analysis + detection

70 m

•KATRIN design sensitivity: mβ = 200 meV (90% CL)

•Other ideas: MARE, Project 8
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Method 2: ββ0ν Decay Rate

“Standard ββ0ν”: 
process dominated by light 

Majorana neutrino exchange

•In this case, ββ0ν provides information also on absolute neutrino mass!

•Rate for this process:

•G0ν(Qββ,Z): electron phase space factor (known)

•M0ν(A,Z): nuclear matrix element (20-30% uncertainty)

•mββ: effective neutrino Majorana mass (to be measured!)

dL uL

W

W

e
!

L

e
!

L

dL uL

!

(T1/2)-1 = G0ν⋅|M0ν|2⋅mββ2
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Method 2: ββ0ν Decay Rate

“Standard ββ0ν”: 
process dominated by light 

Majorana neutrino exchange

•In this case, ββ0ν provides information also on absolute neutrino mass!

dL uL

W

W

e
!

L

e
!

L

dL uL

!

Majorana (ββ) neutrino mass: 
mββ = |∑i Uei2 ⋅mi|

•Sum over ν states is coherent, since virtual neutrino exchange
➠mββ affected by unknown phases in neutrino mixing matrix
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2012 2014 2016 2018 2020
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m
ΒΒ
�meV

�

SNO� �150Nd, 56 kg�
KamLAND�Zen �136Xe, 400 kg�
SuperNEMO �82Se, 100 kg�
NEXT �136Xe, 90 kg�
EXO 200 �136Xe, 200 kg�
GERDA 1,2 �76Ge, 18 �53.4� kg�
CUORE �Natural Te, 730 kg�
CUORE�0 �Natural Te, 40 kg�

mββ: Results and Expectations

K-K claim

Hierarchical spectrum, inverted ordering

•Current null results: mββ < 200-300 meV (90% CL)

•mββ ~ 50-100 meV within reach by 2020 

•mββ ~ 20 meV will require ton-scale detectors (by 2030?)
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Method 3: Galaxy Clustering

•Relic neutrinos greatly affect 
cosmological structure formation

•Free streaming nature of massive 
neutrinos damps growth of matter 
density fluctuations at small scales

•Imprint on galaxy clustering (and CMB) 
observables

mν=0

mν=7 eV
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2

needed heavy Majorana neutrinos without over-
production of gravitinos. For a recent review, see
[10].

Experimental verifications of the leptogenesis
scenario need:
(1) neutrinos are of the Majorana type;
(2) find some evidence for the presence of the uni-
fication scale that is relevant to massive Majorana
neutrinos (M >

! 109 GeV). More specifically, this
is the scale where rank of the unifying group steps
down to 4 at which extra U(1) gauge group is
broken (see [11] §9.3.3 and §9.6.1 for a detailed
argument).
(3) CP violation. However, it would be even more
a surprise if CP is conserved (i.e., mass matrix is
real) for some reasons.

3. COSMIC STRUCTURE FORMATION
AND MASSIVE NEUTRINOS

By now we believe we understand the evolution
of the universe as a whole and of cosmic structure
at large scales. The latest most important step to
modern cosmology was the discovery of fluctua-
tions in the cosmic microwave background by the
COBE satellite in 1991. This indicated that we
are on the right track to understand the cosmic
structure formation. At the same time it gave
compelling evidence for cold dark matter (i.e.,
dark matter that was non-relativistic when it was
decoupled from the thermal bath) that dominates
the matter component of the Universe. In the
last ten years the cosmological paradigm was also
shifted. The cosmological constant was an anath-
ema in 1990, but now all observations converged
to pointing towards the existence of the cosmo-
logical constant that dominates the energy of the
Universe. It is surprising that no observations
have yielded evidence against the ! dominated
cold dark matter (!CDM) universe. The re-
cent results from WMAP and SDSS strongly sup-
ported this standard view based on the !CDM
Universe, as demonstrated by the convergence of
the cosmological parameters [12,13,14] to

H0 = 71 ± 5km s!1Mpc!1,
"m = 0.28 ± 0.03, "! = 0.72 ± 0.03,
"m + "! = 1.01 ± 0.01 . (3)

Figure 1. Observational power spectrum from
CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, gravita-
tional lensing shear, cluster abundances and Ly-
man ! clouds, compared with the prediction of
!CDM model. The figure is taken from the SDSS
paper, Tegmark et al. [15]

We also know that baryons amount to only 1/6 of
"m, and only 6% of them are comprised in stars
and stellar remnants.

Another important measure is the power spec-
trum that characterises matter fluctuations,

P (k) =

!
d3xeik·x""(x)"(0)#, (4)

where "(x) is the density contrast at the position
x. A variety of observations at vastly di#erent
cosmological epochs (CMB at z = 1090, galaxy
clustering at z ! 0.1$0.4, gravitational lensing at
z ! 0.5$ 1, cluster abundances at z ! 0.1$ 0.2),
when scaled to z = 0, yield P (k) that is described
by |k|nT (k) with n = 1 ± 0.02 and the trans-
fer function T (k) predicted by the !CDM model
with the cosmological parameters specified above
[15,16] (see Figure 1). This consistent description

3

of P (k) constitutes additional evidence that sup-
ports the standard model, nearly scale-invariant
initial adiabatic perturbations (! = 3!T/T ) grow-
ing by gravitational instability in the !CDM uni-
verse. We must add a remark that no models are
known, other than inflation, that generate these
fluctuations consistent with observations, while
a successful model of inflation from the particle
physics point of view is yet to be found.

The massive neutrinos contribute to the mass
density of the Universe by the amount

"! =

!
m!

94.1 eV
h!2, (5)

where h = 0.71 is the conventional notation for
the Hubble constant. In the following discussion
we assume three species of light neutrinos and do
not consider exotic possibilities which are occa-
sionally discussed by particle physicists. The neu-
trino mass and its limits discussed in what follows
are of the order of 1 eV, which is much larger than
than 0.05 eV derived for the mass di#erence for
the limiting case of the hierarchical-mass neutri-
nos. It is therefore appropriate to consider three
degenerate neutrinos, and we assume this in our
considerations.

3.1. E!ects of massive neutrinos on the
evolution of cosmic fluctuations

A successful model is obtained for cosmic struc-
ture formation without having massive neutrinos.
This means that massive neutrinos only disturb
the agreement between theory and observations,
hence leading to a limit on the neutrino mass.

The well-known e#ect of massive neutrinos is
relativistic free streaming that damps fluctua-
tions within the horizon scale. One electron volt
neutrinos are still relativistic at matter-radiation
equality, which takes place at T ! 1 eV, and then
tend to smear fluctuations up to "100 Mpc co-
moving scale, thus diminishing the power of P (k)
for these scales. This e#ect becomes stronger as
the cosmological mass density of neutrinos, hence
the neutrino mass, increases (see Figure 2) (see
[17,18]). Therefore, the empirical knowledge of
P (k) across large to small scales gives a constraint
on the summed mass of neutrinos.

The best determination of P (k) for large scales
is given by CMB multipoles observed by WMAP

Figure 2. Power spectrum predicted in the
!CDM model including massive neutrinos with a
degenerate mass specified in the legend. The top
curve represents the case of massless neutrinos

Method 3: Galaxy Clustering
•Measure distribution of matter inhomogeneities: power spectrum P(k)

•Look for suppression at small scales (or at large wavenumber k) to 
constrain neutrino masses



Neutrino Mass Constraints 
From Cosmology
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•Neutrino mass effects from different flavors add up

•Cosmology sensitive to:

•No cosmological evidence for non-zero ν mass

•Recent upper limits: mcosmo < 0.3 eV (95% CL) 

•Future galaxy surveys sensitive down to

mcosmo~0.1 eV (3 σ) 

➠Good chances for (indirect) relic ν detection 

mcosmo = ∑i mi SDSS

Euclid
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β decay ββ0ν decay Cosmology

mlight < 2 eV mlight < 1 eV mlight < 0.1 eV

Less stringent More stringent

Comparison: Constraints on mlight

Inverted
ordering

Normal
ordering
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Comparison: Model Dependence

•Indirect method in the 
framework of ΛCDM model

•Global fit to many parameters, 
often some fixed for inferring ν 
mass (eg, w=-1, Neff = 3)

Less model-
dependent

More model-
dependent

β decay

•Majorana neutrinos
•Light neutrino exchange is 
dominant mechanism
•Phase cancellations possible

ββ0ν decay

Cosmology

•None
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Summary
Neutrinos:
•Could be Dirac or Majorana particle
•Mass to be measured. Known to be non-zero and small (sub-eV)
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Summary

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay:
•Most promising process to test Majorana nature of neutrinos
•Would imply a new physics scale and lepton number violation
•Also provides information on absolute neutrino mass

Neutrinos:
•Could be Dirac or Majorana particle
•Mass to be measured. Known to be non-zero and small (sub-eV)
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Summary

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay:
•Most promising process to test Majorana nature of neutrinos
•Would imply a new physics scale and lepton number violation
•Also provides information on absolute neutrino mass

Cosmological Observations:
•Most stringent constraint on absolute neutrino mass 

Neutrinos:
•Could be Dirac or Majorana particle
•Mass to be measured. Known to be non-zero and small (sub-eV)
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Summary

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay:
•Most promising process to test Majorana nature of neutrinos
•Would imply a new physics scale and lepton number violation
•Also provides information on absolute neutrino mass

Cosmological Observations:
•Most stringent constraint on absolute neutrino mass 

Neutrinos:
•Could be Dirac or Majorana particle
•Mass to be measured. Known to be non-zero and small (sub-eV)

Single Beta Decay:
•Most model-independent constraint on absolute neutrino mass 



Backups
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A New Physics Scale
and Small Neutrino Masses

Resulting neutrino masses:

•mD2/M: light neutrino we are familiar with

•M: heavy right-handed neutrino

The see-saw mechanism
Include both Dirac and Majorana mass 
terms.

Terms in neutrino mass matrix:

mD: Dirac mass term, of order of 
charged lepton and quark masses.

M: Majorana mass term, can be very 
large.

Mass eigenvalues (both Majorana particles):

mD2/M: light neutrino we are familiar with

M: heavy right-handed neutrino

�
0 mD

mD M

�

M

m2
D/M
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•See-saw mechanism: most natural way to explain small neutrino masses
•Implies Majorana neutrinos
•Introduces a new physics scale M

Terms in neutrino mass matrix:

•mD: Dirac mass term, ~m(charged leptons), m(quarks) 

•M: Majorana mass term, can be very large 



•BBN and CMB: small level of baryon 
asymmetry in the early Universe 

•Annihilation of matter with antimatter  
➠ matter-dominated Universe

•Baryon asymmetry possibly induced by a 
lepton asymmetry: leptogenesis

•Decay of heavy Majorana neutrinos into leptons 
is ideal scenario for leptogenesis, provided:

•Leptonic CP violated
•Total lepton number violated

1

US

1,000,000,001 1,000,000,000

MATTER ANTIMATTER

MATTER ANTIMATTER
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Lepton Number Violation
and Baryon Asymmetry in the Universe

1

US


